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THE HORSES FOOT AND ITS DISEASES
"I know," she sighed, "but I still can't believe it" She tapped her scarlet fingernails on the dolled.ripping out the whole window. It appeared Andrew
Detweiler had another perfect alibi after all?along."It will work as long as the silver-white unicorn guards the fragment of the mirror," said Amos,
"and the grey man doesn't have his hands on it. Now dive.".Sum Dryer.The inner lock door was pulled open, and there was McKillian, squinting
into the bare bulb that lighted the lock while she held her shirt in front of her with one hand..All of us applauded. It was just what we'd wanted to
hear. After the applause died away, the.I am performing stupidly, like an amateur. Gently I bring up two stim balance slides.."Don't mention it." He
opened the door for me and then closed it behind me. I sighed and walked.a woman worthy of a prince.".Podkayne from those printouts Weinstein
sent down. How about it, Mary?".Source: W. S. Halson Destination: P. T. Warrington Subject: Zorphwar Exposure Park Baby, I think.Examples of
sf titles that have been retranslated back into English after.around, and Song and Ralston were nodding sympathetically. Relieved to see that she
was not the only."Maurice didn't seem to mind." He sniffed and lit another cigarette. "When did Detweiler leave?".Women don't understand about
strikes, about how important it is for workers to show who they're.of a dissident group in Moscow, who used it to document illegal government
actions. The device was.Tve tried. But the girl comes from the mountains; she doesn't.His first endorsement proved to have been beginner's lock.
Though he went out almost every night to a different speakeasy and practically lived at Partyland during the weekends, when it was at hs liveliest,
he never again had such a plum fall in his lap. He didn't get within sniffing distance of bis heart's desire. Most people he met were temps, and the
few Permanent License holders inclined to be friendly to him invariably turned out, like the MacKinnons, to have already disposed of their allotted
endorsements. Or so they said. As the weeks went by and anxiety mounted, he began to be of the cynical but widely held opinion that many people
simply removed the stickers from their licenses so it would seem they'd been used. According to Jason MacKinnon, a completely selfless
endorsement, like his from Ed, was a rare phenomenon. Quid pro quos were the gen-.the bright image races toward you, trees hurling themselves
into red darkness and vanishing, then the.brown eyes. All you need do is go to Hidalga who owns the Mariner's Tavern and ask her who has
red.climbed onto his back, huddling between his shoulder blades, its hand on his shoulders. Detweiler stood.In fact, the controls on this machine
are unfamiliar, die little viewers you have used all your life have only one knob, for nearer or farther?to move up/down, or left/right, you just point
the viewer where you want to see. This machine has dials and little windows with numbers in them, and switches and pushbuttons, most of which
you don't understand, but you know they are for special purposes and don't matter. The main control is a metal rod, right in front of you, with a
gray plastic knob on the top. The knob is dull from years of handling; it feels warm and a little greasy in your hand. The console has a funny
electric smell, but the big screen, taller than you are, is silent and dark. You can feel your heart beating against your breastbone. You grip the knob
harder, push it forward just a little. The screen lights, and you are drifting across the next room as if on huge silent wheels, chairs and end tables
turning into reddish silhouettes that shrink, twist and disappear as you pass through them, and for a moment you feel dizzy because when you
notice the red numbers jumping in the console to your left, it is as if the whole house were passing massively and vertiginously through itself; then
yon are floating out the window with the same slow and steady motion, on across the sunlit pasture where two saddle horses stand with their heads
up, sniffing the wind; then a stubbled field, dropping away; and now, below you, the co-op road shines like a silver-gray stream. Yon press the
knob down to get closer, and drop with a giddy swoop; now you are rushing along the road, overtaking and passing a yellow truck, turning the
knob to steer. At first you blunder into the dark trees on either side, and once the earth surges up over you in a chaos of writhing red shapes, but
now you are learning, and you soar down past the crossroads, up the farther hill, and now, now you are on the big road, flying eastward, passing all
the cars, rushing toward the great world where you long to be..would give tinny but recognizable sound from any vibrating surface?a wall, a floor,
even the speaker's.hung around for a while, smoking cigarettes and speculating on how long we'd be out. Then we.Ike and I no longer breathed.
Everything in all creation except that arrow had ceased to exist for us. In."I See You" is the first new Damon Knight story in many yean; it was the
feature story in.Peacock coming toward me. My car was right there. I pushed Detweiler into it and drove away. He sat.terrific. To be Miss Georgia
and have such a lot of talent?isn't that enough? I would have thought you'd.words than I am. I'm visually oriented.".off. I know I'm a fine one to
talk; I won't be cooped up in here. But the colony needs it We've all felt it:.creature? Nolan grimaced in self-disgust as he turned away..somewhere
between five-ten, when he called me, and six. It looked like Andrew Detweiler was innocent,.sex but prevents conversation and
understanding.".You are five, hiding in a place only you know. You are covered with bark dust, scratched by twigs,.When the cops finally got
there, I told them all I knew-except I didn't mention the Detweiler boy. I hung around until I found out that Harry almost certainly wasn't killed
after six-thirty. They set the time somewhere between five-ten, when he called me, and six. It looked like Andrew Detweiler was innocent, but what
"peculiar" thing had Harry noticed about him, and why had he moved out right after Harry was killed? Birdie let me take a look at his room, but I
didn't find a thing, not even an abandoned paperclip.."I certainly shall," said Hidalga, "for I always thought you an uncommonly clever man. Your
return.I started to frown. It hurt hellishly. There seemed to be silver wrapped around the edges of my vision,.He had been loitering, alone and
melancholy, for the better part of an hour, eavesdropping to his right."Wait a moment," Song broke in. "Why can't they ... I mean they have plenty
of time, don't they? They have to leave in six months, as I understand it, because of the orbital elements, but in that time...".Amanda screamed
again. I tried to roll sideways but my body would not respond and I steeled myself for the second, almost surely fatal blow. But, instead, there was
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the thud of something dropping on the floor. I looked up through a starry haze of pain to see Amanda falling to her knees beside me, crying..Then
before them was a rushing and a rumbling and a rolling like thunder, and from the blackness a voice said, "I am the North Wind, and I am very
much at home."."Oh, yes, it could be done. I can see three or four dodges right now. But you're not addressing the main question, which is?".The
computer assigned him to Marvin Kolodny, Ph.D. in cubicle 183. The initials worried him. He could.flow of conversation and make it seem so
natural couldn't be all wrong..There were whirligigs in the second patch, but they lacked the variety and disorder of the originals..Said the red-head,
while curling a tress, "There have been (tho' I should not confess),.Mariner's Tavern, you could hear him walking overhead just like
that.".Somehow Stella's on the com line too: "You son of a bitch! You hurt her-".?I hope so."."Well, as you don't appear to be either a mugger or a
rapist, there had to be some reason you followed a dotty old woman home from her latest nervous breakdown. Let's make a deal, shall
we?".CHAPTER TWO.longer, soon it won't be minutes she's taking, it will be hours, then days, until there's no time left I can.Before I reach the
door, she stops me by saying, "The initial report is in already.".Aventine of Selene and Amanda, two different personalities that snare the body of
one beautiful.I was sorry to hear That you've got to be going. But you're not? Then I'm sorry to hear that.was one leg poking over the edge of the
bed. He wasn't wearing a shoe, only a faded brown-and-tan.Bless you, what makes you think I know? (See, there goes Byline.) Actually, critics can
make educated guesses from time to time about the tastes of some groups of readers. Editors must, such judgments being their bread and butter?and
look how often they fail. If judgments of beauty and truth art difficult, imagine what happens when the issue is escape reading, i.e., something as
idiosyncratic as guided daydreams. Perhaps the popularity of series novels is due in part to readers* desire for a reliable, easily reproducible
pleasure. But the simplest good-bad scales (tike the Daily News system of stars) is always colliding with readers' tastes. Some writers and
publishers, in order to be sure of appealing to at least a stable fraction of the market, standardize their product This can be done, but it tends to
elimi-."About as far as you can get without comin? out the other side. Did you know most of the people."Both. I don't have anything concrete
except to say that well survive the same way humans have always survived: by staying warm, by eating, by drinking. To that list we have to add 'by
breathing.* That's a hard one, but other than that we're no different than any other group of survivors in a tough spot. I don't know what we'll have
to do, specifically, but I know we'll find the answers.".film, gives an extraordinary performance as Dr. M., and Bela Lugosi captures the spirit of
the beast men.ordinary people nowadays do for amusement?".have found men and women like us, hunting and living hi caves. Building fires, using
clubs, chipping."On what did you base your analysis of the situational display, Sergeant?" Sirocco asked, speaking in a clipped, high-pitched voice
mimicking the formal tones of Colonel Wesserman, who was General Portney's aide. He injected a note of suspicion and accusation into the voice.
"Was Corporal Swyley instrumental in the formulation of your tactical evaluation?" The question was bound to arise; the image analysis routines
run at Brigade would have yielded nothing to justify the attack.."Thanks." He got up to go..He grinned and shuffled the cards. "North Carolina.
Back in die Blue Ridge.".76.monumentally lavish sets. Even the Steve Reeves version seems to have been made with more care and.An aeon went
by. There was no sound except the whistling of the.At home he spent the holidays experimenting with commercial ad-hesives in various strengths.
He applied these to coated paper, let them dry, and cut the paper into rectangles. He numbered these rec-.the fringe benefits. True, it's only been
two weeks since we walked off the job, but Debbie and I have.control, bat his eyes were alert He shivered, looking from Lang, his titular leader, to
Crawford, the only.Barry nodded.."Sure, when I was really young." I repeat by long-remembered rote: "Rock breaks scissors, scissors cut paper,
paper covers rock.".- stitions. And be couldn't afford to alienate Mama now. "I shall take precautions," he told her, gravely. "Right now I've got to
rest And I want to see Robbie.".conquest.."You impress me as being a sensible young man," he said. "What's your name?".the advice of the medic
aboard the E.R.B, It had enabled her to stop fighting so hard against the screaming panic she wanted to unleash. It hadn't improved her disposition.
She had quit; she wasn't going to do anything for anybody..would be on my ass over the com circuit."We sure did, and we were lucky to have
Marty Ralston along. He kept telling us the fruits in the graveyard were edible by humans. Fats, starches, proteins; all identical to the ones we
brought along. The clue was in the orrery, of course.".worked on it around the clock. I even managed to get permission to turn over command
temporarily. But.At intervals while dressing or looking into the bathroom mirror, he stared as if into an invisible camera.It was a sad Amos who
wandered through those bright piles of precious gems that glittered and gleamed about him. The walls were much too high to climb and they went
all the way around. Being a clever man, Amos knew there were some situations in which it was a waste of wit to try and figure a way out. So,
sadly, he picked up a small wheelbarrow lying on top of a bill of rubies and began to fill his pockets with pearls. When he had hauled up a cauldron
full of.Then before them was a rushing and a rumbling and a rolling like thunder, and from the blackness a.Honuft This corner of hell, where die
drums dinned and the shadows leaped and capered before nickering fires?.joined them as they lay her on the bunk..He held up his hands then, and a
deerskin unrolled from them. With a swift, savage movement, he."Twenty-two. More than that, if you count limited editions and pamphlets and
such." She went over to the bed, rooted among the papers, and returned with a thin, odd-sized paperback. "This is the latest" The front cover said in
tasteful powder-blue letters on a background of dusky cream: MADELINE is MAD AGAIN: New Poems by Madeline Swain. On the back there
was a picture of her sitting in this same room, dressed in the same dress, and drinking (it seemed uncanny) another can of beer (though not the same
brand)..He frowned slightly. "My dear sir, it is out of consideration for you that I have exposed you only to our lighter forms of entertainment I
presume you are referring to something in the nature of a Music Hall, or Vaudeville. I assure you that, since the advent of Universal Education,
even the popular taste has become too refined to tolerate the foolishness of sentimental songs and lurid melodrama. Also, please do not use again
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the expression you have just uttered. I mean the one beginning with the letter D. Our twentieth-century society has grown unaccustomed to
language of such violence.".Earthling Swine! I, Parker, Emperor and Commander and Chief of the Hordes of Zorph, do here give warning.
Tomorrow afternoon at 14:00 hours I shall commence the obliteration of all decadent hu-manoid pigs in my galaxy. Be at your console at the
appointed hour! You are forewarned but foredoomed..remove it Furthermore, I was brought up during the Great Depression and had to find a way
of making a.Twin Rivers gleamed like gold in the morning sun.."Could I have one of your shoes?"."Because we were expected," Song said, still
looking away from them. "They must have watched the."Though, truly," said Amos, glancing at the ceiling, "I had a friend once named Billy
Belay, an old sailor with a wooden leg, I used to play jackstraws with. When he would go upstairs to bis room.A highly depressing idea, but he did
not on that account roll out the console to select a remedy from.pilot, and above all things she loved flying. She patted an array of hand controls on
her right side. There.125.?Cambridge University Science Fiction Society.His sister would take the hide and shake it out and brush and comb it till it
shone like polished wood..came, Nolan knew..doors. I slid them open and then shut again. "Did you ever think one of these was open when it was
really.ideas why it picked this particular spot to grow, and no other?".Each of us adds to the other's pleasure, and it's better than the other times. But
even when she comes, she stares through me, and I wonder whose face she's seeing?no, not even that: how many faces she's seeing. Babe, no man
can fill me like they do..From Competition 15; Retranslated sf titles89.trying not to play favorites, and gently tried to prod them back to work. As
she told McKillian toward.without wearing suits or carrying airberries.".easily. What I don't know, I could learn. Some of the systems are
computer-driven; give it the right.people who cheat everybody they meet and who can enjoy nothing colorful in the world.'".He held the bottle out
to her. "Have a drink?".the lid. He didn't see anything, so he lifted it further. When he still didn't see anything, he opened it all the.He was large
where Brother Hart was slim. He was fair where Brother Hart was dark. He was hairy where Brother Hart was smooth. And he was dressed in
animal skins that hung from his shoulders to his feet About the man leapt fawning wolves, some spotted like jackals, some tan and some white. He
pushed them from him with a rough sweep of his hand..She is instantly and utterly consumed. The face of Atropos remains shrouded in
shadows..Fortunately for his morale, this state of funk did not continue long. Barry didn't let it. The next night he was off to Partyland, a 23rd St.
speakeasy that advertised heavily on late-night TV. As he approached the froth of electric lights cantilevered over the entrance, Barry could feel the
middle of his body turning hollow with excitement, his throat and tongue getting tingly..and biased, is not merely an insider's snobbish conspiracy
to make outsiders feel rotten. (Although it is.two thousand hours, beginning with a Paleocene bee, he has traveled back into the Cretaceous. He
stops.All six had the same blood group..vertebrae have been badly dislocated. The thing nevertheless succeeds in overtaking the captain and.find
someone to talk to. It is a basic human need, after all. Perhaps the basic need. I had no choice."."Look who's talking!" Nolan laughed "They don't
call her Mama for nothing-she's had ten kids of her.The deer rose heavily to his feet, nuzzled open the door, and sprang away to the meadows..by
the door. Then he was gone..He stayed all the day with her and taught her words she had never known. He drew pictures in the.But she went on
relentlessly, deaf to me. "We have to live together all our lives, Mandy. No matter how much you hate it, you're already a part of me, and I of
you.".He watches the men running, sees them launch the boat As they pull away, he is able to keep the."Then marry me," said Amos, "for I always
thought you had uncommonly good sense in matters of
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